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Cross Programme
This is it, our very last
Flash Report...
It has been an incredibly busy and
rewarding few months, with celebrations
of the work achieved in the lifetime of the
Trust, and an optimistic look to the future
and what comes next. Both programmes
have now held their legacy events and
announced their legacy partners, and we
held two cross programme workshops
aiming to share our approach to funding
and inspire other funders to build on our
learning. Here is what we have been up to
since November.
On the 19th and 27th January 2022, the
Life Changes Trust hosted two online
funding workshops, aiming to encourage
other funders to consider the importance
of relationships, lived experience,
flexibility and strategic thinking in
funding initiatives.

Using that understanding, we produced
four booklets to help other funders
take away something beneficial from
our learning, and we looked at them in
more detail during our webinars. The
first webinar focussed on the learning
from two of these publications: ‘Putting
beneficiaries at the heart of funding’ and
‘Relationship-based funding’. And the
second workshop focused on ‘Being A
Flexible Funder’ and ‘Strategic Funding’.
Both webinars looked at the theory
and evidence behind these funding
approaches, and how they work in
practice, with awardees and beneficiaries
sharing their experiences. We also
heard from other funders about their
own experience of taking a flexible and
strategic approach to funding.
You can watch a recording of both here.

As we approach the end of the Trust, we
are focused on leaving a positive legacy
for other funders. In order to do that, it is
important that we explain what we do and
how we do it, as well as share insights into
the impact of working in this way. Over
the past nine years, we have developed
a broad understanding about what leads
to significant and positive change in
people’s lives.
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Flexible/Strategic Funding
“It’s about being effective. If you’re inflexible, you’re potentially
undermining your ability to be as effective as you could be. Being
flexible, being strategic, opens space for creativity and innovation.
Sometimes it opens challenges as well, but I think that’s good.
It allows you to learn better, faster, and it’s more rewarding and
enjoyable for us and for our Trustees as well.”
“The flexibility was hugely important because it meant we could
adapt to the circumstances. It’s been a massive game changer for
us, we could use the money in the most responsible way possible.”
“This was fantastic to be part of… to hear directly from other
funders about common themes, the challenges that exist and
what we can all achieve when we work together.”
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Relationship-based Funding/
Beneficiaries at the Heart of Funding
“When relationships are in
place, it’s possible to have
informed conversations
with people about what
they want to be involved
in, what they have time
and capacity for etc - we’ve
found it’s best not to make
any assumptions, e.g. that a
certain piece of work might
be too demanding - it’s
much better to ask and talk
it through.”

“If we hadn’t been
communicating the way
we were in between those
stages, it would have
changed the picture. I think
the relationship-based
approach allowed those
levels of communication.”
“Life Changes Trust, you have
raised the bar for me, and
I expect more from others.
I will not accept anything
other than the standard you
have set.”

Also happening
On the 9th March, we will host our very last webinar, looking at the independent
evaluation of the Life Changes Trust by the University of Stirling. This event will share
key learning which will be particularly valuable for funders and commissioners, as well
as people with policy and strategy responsibilities.
We will look at the impact and outcomes for our three beneficiary groups, hearing
from them directly, as well as the place and impact of the Trust in the wider policy and
practice context. This webinar will be on our website a few days after the 9th March.
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Dementia
Creating Better Lives
Learning Event

We also discussed how collaborative
events such as these can lead to real
change and empowerment at a local
In December 2020, we hosted our
level, using Orkney as an example, and
Creating Better Lives learning event, the
took a closer look at our Creating Better
culmination of the Trust’s 14 ‘Community Lives Small Grants programme. We
and Dementia: Creating Better Lives’
shared some of the key findings of the
series of regional events that had been
programme’s independent evaluation by
running since 2018. The purpose of this
Blake Stevenson, including the benefits
event was to celebrate and reflect on our
of this ‘local’ approach and what impact
journey, and to share some of the learning the regional grants had on local projects
and evidence that had been collected
and on people with dementia and unpaid
along the way.
carers.
During the event, we looked at the
outcomes of our ‘storytelling’ approach,
which supports people to express their
thoughts, concerns and ideas in a
gentle, practical and inclusive way. The
storytelling sessions helped form a set of
local priorities for each of the areas we
visited, based on what people were saying.
From these, we collated a set of national
priorities, which were shared at the event.

The webinar ended with a powerful and
moving film, ‘Care is…’, in which people
living with dementia and unpaid carers
who have been a part of our Creating
Better Lives journey re-shared the
beautiful and emotional words people
have said, including their own.

You can watch the recording of the webinar here.
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“Enabling people to be seen
and heard - small actions
can have such a powerful
impact.”

“The Life Changes Trust
has enabled people living
with dementia to be front
& centre of their own
narrative - exactly how it
should be. A real blueprint
for empowerment & coproduction shared at today’s
event.”

“Fantastic webinar … on
demonstrating the power
of communities with truly
creative engagement at the
heart, very inspirational and
a wonderful legacy.”

From Small Acorns…
Dementia Programme
Legacy Event

This included a conversation with
Kirrie Connections, Dementia Friendly
Dunblane and the STAND Group. We also
announced our local legacy partners,
On Thursday 24th February, we hosted our and took a closer look at the work of two
of our National Legacy Partners: About
very last dementia webinar ‘From Small
Acorns…’, during which we shared learning, Dementia and BOLD. We also heard from
one of our very first partners, our advisor
celebrated the impact and legacy
and friend, James McKillop. The dementia
of the Life Changes Trust’s Dementia
activist reflected on his collaboration with
Programme, and looked to the future.
the Trust, and on how he thinks things
Over the years, the Trust has built solid
have improved for people living with
foundations to support people living with
dementia over the years.
dementia and unpaid carers to become
To round up the webinar, the short film
advocates and activists, to have their
‘Aye Fond Farewell’ paid tribute to the
voices heard, and to play a primary role
incredible individuals and projects who
in changing policy and practice for the
have walked alongside the Trust over the
better.
last nine years.
The purpose of this webinar was to hear
from people living with dementia, unpaid You can watch the recording of the
carers and those who support them about webinar here.
their journey with the Trust, and look at
their plans and aspirations for the future.
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Quotes:
“What a gathering of inspiring voices and projects! What an
amazing legacy! This has been the most enjoyable, inspiring and
moving webinar I have been on, over the last 2 years. Well done.
Many congratulations and Bon Voyage! Looking forward to the
ripples and to continue being bold together.”
“I’ve never observed such passion for groups/organisations to
work together, share learning and collaborate in a joined-up way.
Everyone is so eager to jump in, be part of the network and pass
on their expertise to one and other. I think this is a true testament
to the work of Life Changes Trust and an authenticity that leads
the way and encourages sharing practice and ideas.”
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“Thank you to Arlene and all
of the dedicated staff at Life
Changes Trust - who have
set the tone for how people
with lived experience can
be enabled and valued. You
should all be extremely
proud of the ‘life-changing’
work you have done.”

“What a wonderful event,
much respect to everyone.
Kindness and purpose,
nurturing and influencing.
Look forward to the next
part of this amazing story.”
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Legacy partners

The 11 Local Legacy Partners are:

With the end of the Trust fast approaching,  Age Scotland Orkney
the last few months have been primarily
 Ceartas in partnership with the Village
focussed on legacy and what comes next.
Storytelling Centre and Acorn Shed
Music
Late last year, the Dementia Programme
announced that Age Scotland was joining
About Dementia and BOLD as our third
National Legacy Partner. In February, we
were delighted to share the names of our
successful Local Legacy Partners, who will
work with the national partners to sustain
and build upon the strong infrastructure
the Trust has established across the
dementia community. More specifically,
their work will focus on Dementia Friendly
Communities, Peer Support, and Meeting
Centres.

 Deepness Ltd
 Dementia Friendly Prestwick
 Dunblane Development Trust
 Glasgow’s Golden Generation
 Kirrie Connections in partnership
with Angus Carers Centre, Strathmore
Cricket Club and Montrose Community
Trust
 Playlist for Life
 STAND
 Sporting Memories Network Scotland
CIC
 The Haven
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Also happening
 Launch of Phase 2 - Rights Made
Real in Care Homes - Rights Made
Real in Care Homes is a project which
aims to explore and enhance the
realisation of everyday human rights
in care home settings. Phase 2 of this
project was launched on 28th February
with the Rights Made Real in Care
Homes Hub. The event also saw the
launch of a range of opportunities for
care homes in Scotland; a website, in
partnership with My Home Life Charity,
which will host a range of resources
on the theme of human rights in care
homes; and a booklet, recordings and
a song which tell of the experiences of
care home residents, relatives and staff
about life in care homes during COVID.

 Launch of Deaf Dementia Research
Report for care homes in Scotland
- On 25th March the British Deaf
Association will launch the very first
report in Scotland providing evidence
about what would make care homes
better for Deaf people living with
dementia. Register with dementia.
research@bda.org.uk
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Young People with
Care Experience programme
Champions Boards
Learning Event
On the 16th November, the Life Changes
Trust hosted two online webinars which
explored the Champions Boards’ unique
approach, and looked at the impact and
learning from their evaluation, which was
carried out by Research Scotland.
During the morning event, we heard
directly from young people who have
been involved in Champions Boards,
about what it felt like for them to be part
of something that gave them agency to
have a say in policies and practices that
directly affected them, and from some
of the Champions Board supporters who
have been on that journey alongside
them.

This included two incredibly powerful
films by Falkirk Champions Boards and
‘Champions for Change’ from South
Ayrshire respectively, the first one made
in response to The Promise, and the
second being a letter to their Corporate
Parents, expressing the things that
mattered most to them in their lives, and
asking directly for changes that they
wanted to see for all young people with
care experience.
In the afternoon, we found out what it
meant to be a Corporate Parent, Research
Scotland gave us a more in-depth view
of the evaluation process and findings,
and we heard from two peer researchers,
Anisha and Sean.
You can find the recordings and the
evaluation reports here.
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“This has been a great
webinar… championing
the work of the incredible
Champions Boards
across Scotland. Powerful
messages reiterating the
importance of relationships
and listening.”
“What an incredible message.
So powerful and emotional.
Those films should be seen
by every Corporate Parent in
Scotland.”
“It’s really interesting
to hear this discussion bringing the experience of
Champions Boards alive. The
honesty in describing how it
feels to be held to account
by the young people
attending is great to hear.”

‘Side by Side’ - Advisory
Group Learning Event
On the 23rd November, we hosted an
online webinar exploring the learning
that has come from working alongside
the Young People with Care Experience
programme’s Advisory Group for the past
5 years.
Our relationship with the Advisory
Group influences and threads through
everything that we do at the Trust. The
group members volunteer their time to
advise the Trust, and work on specific
funding projects. Their role has developed
extensively since we first began this
journey.
The purpose of this webinar was to
celebrate the achievements of the
Advisory Group, to share the key findings
and learning from their independent
evaluation by Matter of Focus, and to hear
from some of the people who have been
involved with or impacted by the Group.
We also launched ‘Side by Side’, a
fantastic film developed and produced by
the Advisory Group and Media Co-op. In
it, some group members talk about their
experiences, the impact that being part
of the group has had on them, and how
it has influenced the wider landscape of
policy and practice.
You can find the recording of the event
and the evaluation reports here.
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“If we have shown anything,
it’s that co-production works.
But that recipe, it needs
to have everything in it. It
needs to have autonomy,
and it needs to have mutual
respect.”

“This was an excellent
session. Lots to take from it
and think about how funders
can truly share power
with those they support.
Inspirational stuff.”

“I wish more funders
understood what a rich form
of data individual grants
can be! Even if you ignore
impact (which is massive)
the learning is also so
beneficial. What better way
to learn what people need in
their lives than to ask them?”
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‘All Good Things…Leave A
Legacy’
On Wednesday 16th February, the Life
Changes Trust hosted ‘All Good Things…
Leave A Legacy’, a webinar celebrating
and reflecting on the work and
achievements of the Trust’s Young People
with Care Experience programme.
Throughout our work, our aim has
been to support young people with
care experience to flourish, to become
advocates and activists, to have their
voices heard, and to play a primary
role in improving the future for other
young people, for generations to come.
Alongside those young people have
been individuals and organisations who
have supported and walked beside them,
encouraged them, listened to them
and ensured they had agency to make
positive change.

The purpose of this webinar was to hear
from some of those young people and
projects about their journey, and to look
to the future and the legacy of the Life
Changes Trust.
We looked at how it all began, and
explored the key themes central to
the Young People with Care Experience
programme’s work: co-production and
investing in young people, equity and
inclusion, creativity and rights-based
approaches, and relationship-based
practice. We took a closer look at the
learning we have gathered over the years,
and at the legacy projects which will
further this learning.
You can find the recording of the
webinar here.
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“I am so proud of the wonderful relationships the Life Changes
Trust has allowed us to nurture and develop during our project,
and the transformative nature of those relationships in our young
people’s lives. Thank you LCT.”
“What a wonderful heartwarming morning, so
pleased I was able to join
today and gain a better
understanding of the
conception of Life Changes
Trust work and the legacy
you will leave.”

“Voice, power, energy, magic...
all wonderful ingredients
for a very real living legacy.
What a fantastic community
the Life Changes Trust team
has created”
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Legacy partners

Digital Skills

Though the Trust is ending, our work and
learning will continue on in the expert
hands of our Legacy Partners.

Last August, the Trust launched a call
for a legacy partner to create and deliver
a national initiative, supporting young
people with care experience to develop
their range of skills in the digital world.

National Leadership Network
After a year in its development phase,
the National Leadership Network is now
moving on to its next stage, with the
announcement of the Network’s hosts.
Young people with care experience
decided that from 2022 to 2027, the
Network will be hosted by STAF, with
support from a fantastic ‘five-a-side’
partnership: Children & Young People’s
Centre for Justice (CYCJ), Columba 1400,
Resilience Learning Partnership and Who
Cares? Scotland.
In order to be accessible to individuals
across Scotland, the Network is currently
working on regional launch events, with
the aim of engaging directly with young
people, partners and allies in 6 regional
areas across Scotland.

A panel of young people with care
experience has decided that a
collaboration of organisations will be
taking this work forward, with the aim
of ensuring that young people with care
experience have the ability, through
digital development, to exercise their
rights, build relationships, and have
influence – over their own lives as well as
over changes they want to make in the
wider world.
The Digital Skills initiative will be led
by YMCA Scotland, in partnership with
Renfrewshire Council, Barnardo’s Scotland,
YouthLink Scotland, Mhor Collective and
the Scottish Tech Army. It will run until
April 2023.
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Creativity and Care Experience

Learning Channel

The purpose of this legacy initiative is to
enable young people with care experience
to harness the power of creativity to
support their wellbeing, enable selfexpression and take control of their own
stories.

Finally, we are delighted to announce
STAF as our legacy partner leading on
the Learning Channel project. They
will actively utilise the learning from
our Young People with Care Experience
programme to influence policy and
practice within the care sector.

Lead by Moniack Mohr in partnership with
the Calman Trust, Abriachan Forest Trust
You can find more information on the
and Articulate Cultural Trust, this legacy
Learning Channel here.
project will provide inclusive opportunities
for young people to develop pieces of
creative work which can support the
development of a new narrative around
care and care experience.
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Also happening:
 The WAC Ensemble at the Citizens Theatre won Best Play for Young Audience at the
2022 Writers’ Guild Awards with ‘Whatever happened to the Jaggy Nettles?’ A very
well-deserved accolade for an amazingly talented bunch.
 The 3rd Festival of Care took place from 18 - 22 February 2022, celebrating the
achievements of young people with care experience. This year’s theme was
#TendingTheLight. Watch ‘Ready for the Storm’, a beautiful film by the #Shetlandcrew,
which closed the three-day celebrations.
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